Abstract-This paper presents Harmonic Ring (HRing), a structured peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay where long links are built along the ring with decreasing probabilities coinciding with the Harmonic Series. HRing constructs routing tables based on the distance between node positions instead of node IDs in order to eliminate the effect of node ID distribution on the long link distribution and load balance. It supports leave-and-rejoin load balance without incurring uneven long link distribution. In addition, node IDs can be any form, like number, string, address, and date, without the prerequisite of uniform distribution, so they can preserve the semantics and range locality of data objects. HRing supports multidimensional range queries. Each node is expected to have OðlnðnÞÞ long links. The construction of OðlnðnÞÞ long links for a node costs OðlnðnÞÞ messages. Routing queries achieve OðlnðnÞÞ hops. Analyses and simulations demonstrate the efficiency of query routing and the effectiveness of the long link construction method.
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INTRODUCTION
S TRUCTURED peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays like Chord [32] , CAN [29] , Pastry [30] , and Tapestry [35] can efficiently support exact-match query by building Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) to uniformly map nodes and data objects into a single ID space. Each node is responsible for a specific range of the ID space. DHTs balance load among nodes and ensure the upper bound logðnÞ for locating data objects, but they destroy the semantics and locality of data objects and incur high cost in complex searches. DHT overlays compute the length of long links in the numeric node ID space [29] , [30] , [32] , [35] , which limits the semantics of node IDs. Thus, DHTs cannot directly support various types of node IDs. In addition, most structured P2P overlays, including DHTs and non-DHTs [5] , [7] , [9] , [17] , [25] , [29] , [30] , [32] , [35] , achieve high performance with the prerequisite of a uniform node ID distribution. However, a uniform ID distribution may be difficult to maintain in real situations, where nodes continuously join, depart, and fail. The uneven node ID distribution will incur an uneven routing table, thus reducing the performance efficiency and incurring additional cost for load balancing.
The motivation of Harmonic Ring (HRing) is to enable IDs to keep the semantics and range locality of data objects so as to not only support range queries, but also avoid an uneven link distribution incurred by the uneven node ID distribution. The primary method is to make the routing table construction independent of node IDs. In addition, a single HRing can be equipped with several ID naming systems in order to support multidimensional range queries.
The key issue of HRing is how to build long links in a scalable manner while still maintaining efficient query routing hops. To solve this issue, we construct long links by coinciding with the Harmonic Series that makes HRing scalable in terms of routing table size and query hops. Long links of a node are added along the ring with decreasing probabilities that are inversely proportional to their position distances. The routing table size and the query hops are bounded by OðlnðnÞÞ. This bound can also be achieved even when long links are not updated in dynamic networks. Making use of the inherent characteristic of the Harmonic Series, we simplify the long link construction process while still ensuring the logarithmic routing hops.
Since the long link construction does not rely on the node ID space in HRing, node IDs are free to be in any form and any distribution according to specific applications. Thus, in HRing, DHT methods can be directly used and semanticbased ID management methods for complex queries can be flexibly implemented. For example, HRing can use a set of nodes to partition a data space without considering the types of data object IDs, thus preserving the locality of data objects. HRing can also use domain names as node IDs to store data objects, just as SkipNet does [16] . Moreover, HRing can easily realize two main kinds of load balancing methods-moving data (such as neighboring load balance) [13] , [15] , [24] and moving nodes (such as leave-and-rejoin load balance) [13] , [20] -to smooth skewed load without affecting the long link distribution.
HRing consists of four main components:
. A node-ID-independent long link construction method that achieves OðlnðnÞÞ routing hops with OðlnðnÞÞ routing table size. . A fast long link construction method that guarantees adding OðlnðnÞÞ long links for each node with only OðlnðnÞÞ messages.
. An in-link transfer method that balances the in-link distribution in dynamic HRings. . A long link redirection method that is for departing nodes to reconnect their in-links and out-links within OðlnðnÞÞ messages. Updating a routing table needs OðlnðnÞÞ messages. Finding a substitute for a failed node needs only constant messages.
RELATED WORK
To support range query, many efforts have been made to build distributed indexing structures on DHT overlays. P-Grid is a decentralized and scalable indexing tree structure to support range query [1] . It is efficient even for unbalanced trees. Ramabhadran et al. build a binary trie called prefix hash trees (PHTs) on top of DHT overlays to allow range query and load balance [28] . Crainiceanu et al. provide a B þ -tree-like hierarchical index structure to support range queries based on the assumption of one data object per node [11] . Zhuge et al. build a distributed trie index on Chord to support range queries in a scalable Knowledge Grid platform [37] .
BATON is a balanced binary-tree-structured P2P overlay that achieves high efficiency and low maintenance cost by building vertical and horizontal links in each node [19] . Kothari et al. present a balanced binary-tree-like structure to support range queries [23] . Zatloukal and Harvey introduce the family tree, which is an ordered and distributed dictionary data structure with each node having constant pointers [34] . A routing query takes OðlogðnÞÞ in expectation and Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ with high probability. Skip-List-based overlays such as SkipNet [16] and Skip Graph [7] support range queries by using random numeric IDs to construct routing tables and using name IDs to locate data objects. They can achieve OðlogðnÞÞ routing hops in expectation with OðlogðnÞÞ routing table size. However, node insertion requires traversing in the ring at each level. This could incur many hops, although the expected hops for insertion is OðlogðnÞÞ. Harvey and Munro provide a deterministic SkipNet that ensures a deterministic OðlogðnÞÞ bound for routing hops [17] . However, node insertion and departure require Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ time. Aspnes et al. propose a bucket-based Skip Graph that reduces the space complexity of a Skip Graph from Oðm logðmÞÞ to Oðn logðnÞÞ, where m is the number of data objects and n is the number of nodes in the system [6] .
Ganesan et al. propose two approaches to support multidimensional range queries in P2P networks [14] . One uses space-filling curves to reduce dimensions and uses Skip Graph to partition one-dimensional data space. This approach performs well only in low dimensions. The other uses kd-tree to directly partition high-dimensional data space into rectangles. This approach offers good data locality but needs skip pointers to improve the routing performance. Shu et al. employ z-curve to partition a multidimensional data space and arrange the subspaces into a Skip Graph [31] . Andrzejak and Xu use the Hilbert curve as the hash function and extend CAN to support multi-attribute range queries [2] .
Cai et al. extend Chord to support range and multiattribute queries by using a uniform locality-preserving hash function to map data into the Chord identifier space [10] . Zhu et al. exploit the locality-sensitive hash functions on DHT overlays to realize that semantically close files are clustered to the same peers with high probability [36] . Searching for similar files only needs to consult relevant nodes.
Thus, for multidimensional queries, one approach uses space-filling curves or locality hash functions to reduce a multidimensional space into a one-dimensional space and then arranges it onto a ring or tree structure. However, space-filling curves can only partially keep data locality, and locality hash functions can only partially preserve the semantics of data objects since their output are binary strings.
The other approach avoids dimension reduction and directly uses rings to support multi-attribute queries such as Mercury and Skip-Webs [5] , [9] . Mercury supports multiattribute range queries by building a Symphony-based ring [9] , [25] . Peers are divided into groups called attribute hubs, with each being responsible for a specific attribute. Thus, besides the short links and long links within the affiliated hub, each peer has to maintain cross-hub links for the other hubs. Thus, this mechanism cannot scale well with the number of attributes. In addition, the leave-and-rejoin load balancing will affect the long link distribution and, thus, reduce routing efficiency. Skip-Webs supports multidimensional search and nearest-neighbor search by extending Skip Graph to more general data structures [5] . It achieves OðlogðnÞ= logðlogðnÞÞÞ query time for one-dimensional data and OðlogðnÞÞ for fixed-dimensional data. However, the approach did not detail how node join, departure, and failure and balance load can be tackled.
Small-world phenomena can be exploited to build P2P overlays. Kleinberg provides a method to model a small world in a 2D grid [21] , [22] . Long links can be added based on the distance between nodes. Each node has one remote neighbor selected from all the other nodes following a harmonic probabilistic distribution. However, this requires the global information on the network size. Subsequent extensions on the Kleinberg model mainly focus on improving the search performance by gaining more global knowledge about the network [8] , [12] , [26] , [27] . All these approaches require the knowledge of network size. Applying the Kleinberg model to large-scale P2P overlays is an interesting issue.
Symphony uses a continuous probability function to build long links similar to the Kleinberg model [25] . It achieves Oðln 2 ðnÞ=kÞ routing hops when each node is equipped with k long links. It uses a probabilistic method to estimate the network size to guarantee the correct adding of long links.
GeoPeer organizes nodes into a planar Delaunay triangulation augmented with long links [3] , [4] . By making the node distribution independent of long links, it can efficiently support location-aware services such as geographically scoped multicast and geographically scoped queries. However, the approach did not detail how one can maintain long links and reduce the maintenance cost in dynamic situations.
Most of these approaches build routing tables based on a specific type of node ID, with the prerequisite of the uniform node ID distribution. The locations of data objects are determined by node IDs. Changing the node IDs requires rebuilding the routing tables. If the distribution of node IDs is unbalanced, long links cannot correctly be maintained, thus limiting the applications of more efficient ID management and load balancing methods. Our work resolves this issue by building long links in the node position space instead of the node ID space, thus enabling node IDs to reserve the semantics and locality of data objects.
BASIC IDEA
The Harmonic Series and Basic Structure of HRing
The infinite series
. . is called the Harmonic Series. The sum of the first n terms H n ¼ P n k¼1 1 k is called the nth Harmonic Number [18] . H n approximates to lnðnÞ þ 0:5772156649 . . . , and the larger n is, the closer it gets. The decimal 0:5772156649 . . . , which is denoted by , is known as the Euler-Mascheroni constant. H n scales with lnðnÞ, so can be ignored when n is large. This logarithmic scaling feature inspires us to create a topology construction approach with good scalability and performance. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic structure of HRing, which is a directed ring structure. The position distance DistðA; BÞ between two nodes A and B is defined as the number of clockwise "ring steps" from nodes A to B. For example, DistðA; EÞ ¼ 4 indicates that node A reaches node E in four steps along the ring.
In HRing, the routing table of each node contains two short links pointing to its predecessor and successor, and OðlnðnÞÞ long links pointing to its remote neighbors. The following example shows how long links can be constructed. Consider a newly joined node C that wants to add remote neighbors to its routing table. Node C will visit the existing nodes along the ring clockwise: It adds the successor D with probability 1 after reaching it in one step, adds node E with probability 1/2 after reaching it in two steps, and adds node F with probability 1/3 after reaching it in three steps. Then, node C continuously visits the other nodes in a similar way. Based on the idea of the Harmonic Series, the probability of adding a long link to a visited node is equal to the inverse of the traversal steps, so the long link adding process to each visited node is an independent event. In this manner, the average routing table size scales with lnðnÞ.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , nodes are linearized according to their ID's lexicographic order. HRing performs the greedy routing to search queries. When node C searches for node M, it first checks its routing table and determines which neighbor is nearest the target M while not skipping over M in the order of IDs. Then, node C passes the routing message to node H, and node H does the same thing as node C. The target M can be found this way.
Observe that node H is the "out-neighbor" of node C, since C has an "out-link" pointing to H. Thus, node C is the "in-neighbor" of H. The routing table of each node records "out-neighbors" of the node. Unless otherwise stated, "neighbor" in this paper indicates "out-neighbor."
The main difference between HRing and the ringstructured Chord is that HRing builds long links in the node position space, whereas Chord builds long links in the node ID space. Chord uses the hash function SHA-1 to guarantee the uniform distribution of node IDs, therefore ensuring the routing efficiency [32] . Since the binary node IDs cannot represent the semantics and locality of data objects, it is difficult and costly for Chord to support complex queries. In HRing, node IDs can be in any form and any distribution. Thus, it is easy for HRing to support complex queries.
Insight into the HRing Structure
Suppose that ðn þ 1Þ nodes are arranged into a line with positions from 0 to n, and the node in position 0 (called node 0) wants to add long links to others.
According to the Harmonic Series, from nodes 1 to n, there are lnðnÞ links for node 0. Similarly, from nodes 1 to m, there are lnðmÞ links for node 0. Supposing lnðnÞ ¼ lnðmÞ þ 1, we obtain n ¼ e Â m. The key point is that the step numbers for adding i long links take on an exponential increase based on e. The position distances from node 0 to the other n nodes is 1; 2; . . . ; n, which can be divided into dlnðnÞe intervals such that the ith interval is I i ¼ ½e i ; e iþ1 Þ ði ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; dlnðnÞe À 1Þ. For simplicity, we use e i to represent its ceiling value. We define the ith position interval I i of a given node A as a set of nodes whose position distances from A are larger than e i but less than e iþ1 . Thus, the ith neighbor of A is expected to be selected from the interval I i . Every node in such an interval could be the neighbor, although with different probabilities according to the Harmonic Series. Nonetheless, as long as each node chooses its ith neighbor from its ith interval I i , HRing can achieve logarithmic routing hops. In other words, each node is able to choose any node in I i as its ith neighbor (see the detailed proof in Section 4). This ability provides flexibility in building long links, since each neighbor has ðe iþ1 À e i Þ qualified candidates in I i rather than a single determinate one. Thus, the node does not have to find the specific neighbor. Instead, it can conveniently select the most easily reached one. Thus, the long link construction scales without traveling the whole ring.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF HRING
In this section, we measure the performance of HRing under a static environment, explore the implications, and deduce a general form of HRing for easier construction, with the same efficiency and scalability.
Theorem 1.
In an HRing of size n, the position distance between nodes A and B is d, and the expected hops from A to B is lnðdÞ þ 1.
Proof. To compute the total hops, we calculate the remaining distance after each jump. Fig. 2 illustrates a linear directed HRing with the head node A and the tail node T. DistðA; TÞ ¼ n and DistðA; BÞ ¼ dðd nÞ. Note that the position distance from one node to the other node is unique. Suppose that the long links of node A are distributed as the dashed arrows. Node A should deliver routing messages to its remotest neighbor but without skipping over B. Consider a node at the position distance x to node B. If x satisfies
then there should be a neighbor of node A that is at most x distance to node B. Thus, the longest hop from A is at least ðd À xÞ. Let d i be the expected remaining distance after the ith jump. We first calculate d 1 and then iterate d i by analogy. Let pðX i Þ be the probability of jumping i distance in the first hop and X be the remaining distance after the first hop. Then, d 1 ¼ EðXÞ. According to the probabilistic long link construction method in HRing, we obtain the following:
That is, d 1 ¼ d=e and d i can be iterated until the remaining distance is reduced to 1. Thus, we obtain that the expected hops with distance d are lnðdÞ þ 1.
t u The distance d between any two nodes is 1; 2; . . . ; n. Thus, the average hops are The comparisons between the simulated hops and the expected hops are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Observe that the simulated hops are always lower than the expected hops by an almost stable gap. In addition, the simulated average routing table sizes are always larger than the analyzed lnðnÞ by about 0.5 (see Fig. 4 ). This just validates the existence of the Euler-Mascheroni constant % 0:5. Fig. 5 illustrates the simulated and analyzed average hops. Each node queries all the other nodes. This simulation confirms the lnðnÞ upper bound of the average hops in HRing.
Based on the Harmonic Series, the long links of each node in HRing take on the exponential distribution. According to this property, we provide Theorem 2, which is an extension of Theorem 1, to simplify the long link construction in HRing.
Theorem 2. In an HRing of size n, if each node has lnðnÞ neighbors and the ith neighbor is selected from its ith interval I i , then the routing hops are expected to be OðlnðnÞÞ.
Proof. The distance d between any two nodes is 1; 2; . . . ; n. The length of the kth jump is larger than 1=e times the Theorem 2 comes from the basic idea of the Harmonic Series, so it is equivalent to Theorem 1 in terms of the routing table size and the routing hops. However, it is less restricted and more practical for long link construction and maintenance, since it does not need to strictly follow the Harmonic Series to flood the whole HRing. Instead, more flexible methods can be exploited to meet the goal of logarithmic routing hops, as long as they can make each node's ith neighbor be selected from the ith interval of the node. We will discuss how we can build and maintain long links without flooding in Section 6.
DYNAMIC OPERATIONS IN HRING
In this section, we study the performance and scalability of HRing under multiple dynamic environments.
Effect of Join and Departure
As the basis for studying the performance of a dynamic HRing, we first investigate how the lengths of existing links change as nodes join and depart. Theorem 3. In an HRing of size n, inserting a new node will enlarge the lengths of ðn À 1Þ existing links of ðn À 1Þ nodes.
Proof. The insertion of a new node will change the position distances between any pair of nodes, as long as one node has to pass through the new node to reach the other node along the ring. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , before B joins, DistðA; GÞ ¼ 2 and, after B joins, DistðA; GÞ ¼ 3. Thus, if A has a link to G, then the length of this link is increased by one. However, the insertion of node B will not affect the position distances between B's successor E and the other ðn À 1Þ nodes since the "ring steps" from E to them are not changed. Thus, when inserting a node, except its successor, the links of the other ðn À 1Þ nodes could be enlarged. Then, we compute the total number of enlarged links of these ðn À 1Þ nodes.
There are ðn þ 1Þ nodes after node B joins. The position distance between any two nodes is not more than n. Let fðiÞ be the expected number of enlarged links in the node whose position distance to B is i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; nÞ clockwise. On the average, each node has lnðnÞ links. Then, the following equations are obtained based on the probabilistic long link construction in HRing:
fðnÞ ¼ 0 indicates that the links of the successor E are not affected by the insertion of node B since the distance from nodes E to B is n. fðn À 1Þ ¼ 1=ðn À 1Þ indicates the enlarged links in node G whose distance to B is ðn À 1Þ. If node G has a long link to node E, which occurs with the probability 1=ðn À 1Þ, then the length of this link has been increased by one. In addition, the other fðiÞ can be obtained by analogy. Apparently, fð1Þ indicates that all the links of node A have been increased by one since the distance from nodes A to B is one. Consequently, the total number of enlarged links is ðn À 1Þ. t u Thus, inserting a new node will change the position distances between ðn À 1Þ Â ðn À 1Þ pairs of nodes. If n old nodes do not update their existing links, then ðn À 1Þ links are enlarged by one. The expansion of long links will facilitate routing from old nodes to old nodes since long links play a more important role than short links. However, because no links point to the new node, except its predecessor and successor, the routing hops for the new node will be increased with the size of HRing. A similar method can be used to analyze the effect of a node departure on long links.
Theorem 4.
In an HRing of size n, a node departure will reduce the lengths of OðnÞ existing links of the other ðn À 1Þ nodes.
Proof. As a node departs, all its links will be deleted, including OðlnðnÞÞ out-links that point to other nodes and OðlnðnÞÞ in-links that other nodes point to it. Furthermore, the lengths of the existing links of the other ðn À 1Þ nodes could be reduced. In the following, we compute the total number of reduced links. Let fðiÞ be the expected number of reduced links in the node whose position distance to the departing node is i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; ðn À 2ÞÞ clockwise. Similar to Theorem 3, the following are obtained: fðn À 1Þ ¼ 0; fðn À 2Þ ¼
Thus, the theorem holds. t u
Nodes joining and departing will make the link distribution no longer rigorously follow the property of the Harmonic Series. However, as long as the link distribution satisfies Theorem 2, HRing can still maintain logarithmic routing hops. In the following, we examine the performance of HRing as the link distribution changes under multiple dynamic situations, and then, in Section 6, we give our solution to maintain the link distribution.
Routing Hops in Growing HRings
Theorem 5. In a static HRing of size n, if another set of n nodes with random IDs join HRing at the same time and the n new nodes only know their predecessors and successors, then the average routing hops between any two nodes is expected to be OðlnðnÞÞ.
Proof. Since n old nodes are connected according to the Harmonic Series, the average hops between any two old nodes is bounded by OðlnðnÞÞ. New nodes join HRing with randomly generated name IDs. It is expected to have one new node between any two old nodes. Thus, any old node only needs OðlnðnÞ þ 1Þ average routing hops to reach new nodes, and any new node needs OðlnðnÞ þ 2Þ average routing hops to reach other new nodes. There are at most lnðnÞ new nodes between any two old nodes with high probability, so new nodes searching for new nodes need at most Oð2 lnðnÞÞ hops. Consequently, the average hops still remain to be OðlnðnÞÞ. t u Theorem 6. In a growing HRing, if new nodes join one after another and old nodes only keep existing routing tables, then the average routing hops between any two nodes are expected to be Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ.
Proof. The average routing table size in a growing HRing of size n is OðlnðnÞÞ since
There are n! ways for a set of n nodes to sequentially join an HRing. Given any pair of nodes, the probability that one node joins earlier than the other is 1/2. For any two nodes A and B, suppose that their position distance is m if all n nodes arrived. Two cases should be considered. One is that A arrives later than B, which occurs with the probability 1/2. Thus, there could exist k nodes ðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; m À 1Þ between them. Then, B can be added as A's neighbor with probability 1; 1=2; . . . ; 1=ðk þ 1Þ since A could be the first, second, . . . ; ðk þ 1Þth nodes to join after B. The other case is that A arrives earlier than B, which occurs with the probability 1/2. Then, the probability of B becoming A's neighbor is 0. Letting a random variable X be the number of nodes between A and B, we obtain
ðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; m À 1Þ:
Thus, A adds B as a neighbor with the probability EðpÞ:
Supposing EðpÞ ¼ 1=2m, a similar method to Theorem 1 can be employed for iteration. In addition, the routing hops are expected to be Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ. When EðpÞ > 1=2m, the routing hops are also bounded by Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ since, the higher the long link adding probabilities are, the fewer the expected routing hops are. Thus, this theorem holds. t u
Let us consider Theorem 6 from a different angle. On the one hand, old nodes have smaller routing table sizes because they do not have long links to new nodes, which will increase routing hops from old nodes to new nodes. On the other hand, the lengths of the existing long links between old nodes have been enlarged by new joins, which will reduce routing hops from old nodes to old nodes. Thus, the average routing hops could keep Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ in expectation. In the worst case, where the ith join node is just located in the ith position clockwise in a ring, the ith join node needs O ðj À iÞ hops to reach the jth join node ði < j nÞ. This case occurs with the probability 1=ðn!Þ.
We simulate a group of growing HRings of size n from 10 3 to 10 4 . Each HRing initially contains one node. Node IDs of fixed length 8 are randomly and uniformly generated from 26 English characters. When a new node joins, it will contact an existing node for bootstrapping. After locating itself, it adds long links by traveling the whole ring clockwise. Once the flooding is finished, its routing table is established. After that, it will neglect subsequent new nodes and will not add new long links to them.
Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate the logarithmic bounds of the average routing table sizes and the average hops in growing HRings. The gaps between simulations and analyses almost keep steady as the network size increases.
Routing Hops in a Shrinking HRing
Theorem 7. In a static HRing of size 2n, if we randomly and independently select n nodes and let them leave HRing at the same time but still keep the integrity of the ring, then the average hops in the remaining ring of size n are expected to be Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ.
Proof. Each node leaves the ring with an equal probability 1/2, so the average routing table size becomes lnð2nÞ=2.
If the distance between two nodes A and B in the remaining ring of size n is d, then their distance in the original ring of size 2n is expected to be 2d. Thus, the link-adding probability from A to B is 1=2d. According to Theorem 1, we can obtain this proof. t u
Routing Hops in a Dynamic Stable HRing
Theorem 8. In a static HRing of size 2n, if n nodes leave the ring as described in Theorem 7 and another set of n new nodes join the ring at random positions without adding long links, then the average hops in the ring of size 2n are expected to be Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ.
Proof. The routing processes can be classified into four cases:
1. old nodes searching for old nodes with Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ hops according to Theorem 7, 2. old nodes searching for new nodes with at most Oð2 log 2 ðnÞÞ hops, 3. new nodes searching for old nodes with Oðlog 2 ðnÞ þ 1Þ hops, and 4. new nodes searching for new nodes with at most Oð2 log 2 ðnÞÞ hops. In summary, we can obtain that the average hops between any two nodes are Oðlog 2 ðnÞÞ. t u
In a dynamic network, nodes continuously join and depart, so it is costly for every node to update long links precisely coinciding with the Harmonic Series. From the above analysis, we can conclude that the routing procedure can be completed in OðlnðnÞÞ hops not only under the strong situation that all nodes hold the exact information on long links but also under the weak situation that all nodes only hold the partial information on long links. In other words, the limited maintenance of long links suffices. However, a key precondition for efficient routing is that every node knows its exact predecessor and successor. In the following, we describe how we can keep the integrity of the ring in dynamic networks.
Departure Operation
The graceful departure is easy to handle, since the departing node is able to make full preparations for departure. First, it will inform its predecessor of directly connecting its successor to maintain the basic ring structure. Then, the problem focuses on how we can deal with its long links so as to not affect the routing performance. We define the span of a link as a value v such that the length of the link is larger than e v and less than e vþ1 . The links of a node can be classified into in-links and out-links. Query messages come in through in-links from in-neighbors and go out through out-links to out-neighbors. Thus, the departing node can redirect its in-links to its out-neighbors, as long as the span of each in-link is not changed after redirection.
Each node has OðlnðnÞÞ in-neighbors and OðlnðnÞÞ outneighbors. Suppose that there exists an "in-out-link" from each in-neighbor to each out-neighbor. For each inneighbor, the departing node needs to compute one in-link span and OðlnðnÞÞ in-out-link spans. If the in-link span is equal to one of the in-out-link spans, then the in-neighbor will be informed to directly point to the corresponding outneighbor. However, if there is no such matching, the inneighbor will connect to the successor of the departing node for later matching. The departing node leaves only after all its in-neighbors and out-neighbors have completely matched. Thus, the number of in-links and out-links in the network will not be reduced as nodes depart. The whole departure procedure does not affect the routing performance. On the one hand, before departure, the departing node will deliver messages as usual. On the other hand, after departure, the in-link redirection still keeps OðlnðnÞÞ routing hops by holding the spans of in-links.
Failure Operation
In highly volatile environments, nodes will suddenly fail without any signal. Thus, each node needs to keep track of its neighbors by periodically probing them. A neighbor is considered to have failed when no response comes from it after a time-out.
The recovery procedure for neighbor failure is explained as follows: When a node finds that the neighbor in its kth interval I k ðk > 0Þ has failed, the node will find a substitute from the routing table of its ðk À 1Þth neighbor. For example, consider a node A with a neighbor B in I kÀ1 and a failed neighbor C in I k . The distance between B and C is Thus, A could replace C with B's ðk À 1Þth or kth neighbor, which costs constant messages. An exceptional circumstance that needs particular treatment is that the successor of node A fails. Node A will ask its predecessor to find the new successor, which consumes Oðe 2 Þ messages in expectation. We can also borrow the idea from Chord to allow each node to maintain a successor list of size lnðnÞ to improve fault tolerance in HRing.
LONG-LINK CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
Long Link Construction
According to Theorem 1, each new node has to travel the whole ring to add long links, which costs OðnÞ messages. Here, we discuss how the cost can be reduced to OðlnðnÞÞ. From Theorem 2, HRing can still achieve the same logarithmic performance as Theorem 1, as long as the ith neighbor of each node is selected from its ith interval I i ¼ ½e i ; e iþ1 Þ ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; dlnðnÞe À 1Þ. Based on this property, we provide a scalable solution ANEW that Adds links on NEW nodes with the same effect as flooding.
The first problem is that the traversal steps for a new node to add long links should be controlled within lnðnÞ for scaling considerations. The randomly visited nodes estimate the current n in the growing network and then tell the new nodes. We describe how we can estimate the current n in a growing network. Since each node joins at a random position and visits lnðnÞ contiguous nodes clockwise along the ring, in an HRing of size n, the probability for an existing node to be visited is lnðnÞ=n. Similarly, in an HRing of size ðn þ 1Þ, the probability is lnðn þ 1Þ=ðn þ 1Þ, and so on. Taking node A as an example, we describe how it estimates the network size. Let x i be the incremental number of nodes, and n i be the estimated network size after the ith visit. The initial network size is represented as n 0 . We calculate x 1 when node A is visited for the first time:
Then, node A concludes that the current network size n 1 ¼ n 0 þ x 1 . By analogy, x i can be iterated based on the following:
Then, the current network size n i ¼ n iÀ1 þ x i . In this way, each node can estimate the current network size according to its visited times. Due to the complexity of obtaining the closed form of x i , we adopt an alternative to approximate it:
Note that the node departure and failure may make the estimate of n i larger than the real n i . Thus, nodes should update their estimated n i when updating their neighbors.
A similar method can be applied to estimate the current network size in the shrinking and stable networks, as long as nodes join and depart at random positions. In a shrinking network, where the joining rate is smaller than the departure rate, nodes can estimate the reduced number of nodes at each visit. In a stable network of size n, where the joining rate is equal to the departure rate, nodes are visited with an equal frequency n= lnðnÞ.
The second problem is how we can select lnðnÞ long links by only lnðnÞ steps while still holding logarithmic routing hops. We exploit the inherent property of HRing to make each node select its ith neighbor from its ith interval I i . The main idea is to visit both lnðnÞ nodes and their routing tables. That is, a new node A will walk lnðnÞ steps clockwise from its position, visiting each node and the neighbors in its routing table. Suppose the position distance between node A and the kth visited node E is DistðA; EÞ ¼ k ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; blnðnÞcÞ. Then, the position distance between node A and the ith neighbor H of node E is larger than ðe i þ kÞ but less than ðe iþ1 þ kÞ. More precisely, DistðA; HÞ 2 ½e i þ k; e iþ1 þ kÞ ¼ ½e i ; e iþ1 Þ [ ½e iþ1 ; e iþ1 þ kÞ:
Thus, H can be selected as the ith or ði þ 1Þth neighbor of A. The ANEW algorithm is described in Fig. 9 . Currentn from N i in line 8 is computed based on (3). The traversal steps for node A to add long links are controlled in lines 8 and 9. Lines 11-30 describe the cycle of visiting each neighbor of N i . Each node only needs one neighbor in its I k . If node A has already selected node B as its kth neighbor in I k , when it meets another node C in the same interval, it decides which one will be in I k according to the inverse of their position distances (see lines [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . For example, node A will select C as its kth neighbor with the probability ð1=DistðA; CÞÞ=ð1=DistðA; BÞ þ 1=DistðA; CÞÞ.
Figs. 10a and 10b illustrate the comparisons of the average routing table sizes and the average hops with and without ANEW. The average routing table sizes using ANEW are larger because old nodes in the growing HRings do not add new long links. Fig. 10c shows that, when using ANEW, the average steps for adding links are always less than lnðnÞ.
Long Link Maintenance
Using ANEW to add long links practically saves much construction cost. However, it will make in-link distribution skewed. Intuitively, we only consider out-links in a directed HRing since out-links constitute routing tables and nodes rely on out-links to deliver routing messages. In fact, "in" and "out" are a pair of opposite concepts since, for example, node A points to node B, so the out-link of A is just the inlink of B. Fig. 11 shows that, in HRing, both the in-link and out-link exhibit democratic Poisson distributions, which is desirable since nodes hold an almost-equal number of inlinks and out-links. When performing ANEW in HRing, however, the in-link distribution becomes rather uneven since most nodes only have a small number of in-links, whereas a few nodes hold a large number of in-links (see Fig. 12b ). The skew of the in-link distribution will result in unbalanced workload in HRing such that a few of the inlink-rich nodes will be much busier handling queries because more out-neighbors point to them.
Taking the random joining process as an example, we analyze why ANEW makes the in-link distribution unbalanced. Other joining processes can be analyzed in a similar way. Since each new node joins HRing at a random position, according to ANEW, old nodes are visited by the new node with the equal probability lnðnÞ=n. Thus, the routing tables of old nodes are also visited with the probability lnðnÞ=n. If the new node randomly and uniformly selects lnðnÞ neighbors from the total ln 2 ðnÞ nodes, then each node is added by the new node with a probability ðlnðnÞ=nÞ Â ðlnðnÞ= ln 2 ðnÞÞ ¼ 1=n. In other words, the in-link distribution will become smooth as long as each new node adds nodes and their neighbors with the equal probability ðlnðnÞ= ln 2 ðnÞÞ ¼ 1= lnðnÞ. However, ANEW follows the Harmonic Series to add long links in order to ensure that the lnðnÞ long links of a new node are distributed in its lnðnÞ intervals. Thus, the adding probabilities to all visited nodes are not uniform.
We develop a scalable measure called in-link transfer that can effectively tackle the in-link imbalance. The basic idea of the in-link transfer is simple. Each node will compare its in-link number with its successor's, and if this is larger, it will ask its successor to share some with it. For example, node A wants to transfer some in-links to its successor B. Node A will locally compute the in-link spans from each of its in-neighbors to itself and to node B, respectively. For one in-neighbor, if its in-link spans to A and to B have the same value, this in-link is regarded as a candidate to be transferred. Node A will find all of such candidates and randomly select some of them to send to B. The rationale is that the in-link transfer should not interfere with the routing performance, so in-links should keep their spans when being transferred. In-link transfers are unidirectional for two reasons. First, a unidirectional in-link transfer to the successor always enlarges link spans, which is beneficial for routing. Second, a unidirectional transfer saves more cost than a bidirectional one since messages are controlled only within two nodes instead of three. We sketch out the in-link transfer algorithm in Fig. 13 . Fig. 12c shows the balanced in-link distribution in a growing HRing of size 10 3 to 10 4 . Practically, nodes perform the in-link transfer when they update their successors caused by joins, departures, and failures. Fig. 14a shows that the in-link transfer will slightly reduce the average routing table size. The reason is that adjusting in-links will "cover" a few links. For example, node A has an in-link from C. If A transfers this in-link to B but B already has an in-link from C, then the link from C to A is "lost," and the total number of links is reduced by one. Fig. 14b shows that the in-link transfer can reduce the average routing hops to a large extent since the in-link transfer balances the in-link distribution and makes nodes have an almost-equal number of in-links. 
DISCUSSION
Range Queries
HRing constructs long links independently of applications.
It supports various types of data object IDs such as integer, fraction, date, address, character string, and binary string, so it can keep richer semantics than DHT overlays and the range locality of data objects in various applications. HRing supports range queries as long as data object IDs can be sorted by a linear order in the data object ID space. Separating the long link construction from the node ID generation allows the coexistence of multiple types of node IDs in one HRing. In a P2P scientific paper sharing system, papers are data objects. Papers' titles, authors, keywords, publication dates, etc. can be used as IDs to represent data objects' semantics. An example of ID using publication date and title is "2002 Chord a scalable P2P lookup service for Internet applications." This paper ID space is composed of numeric strings and character strings and it can be linearized by the publication year and then by the lexicographic order. A group of nodes sequentially partition the paper ID space by using the split-in-half method [9] , [33] . Initially, a node stores all the papers whose IDs cover the whole m-bit linear ID space ½Id 1 ; Id s , Id 1 ¼ 0000aaa . . . a, Id s ¼ 9999zzz . . . z, and jId 1 j ¼ jId s j ¼ m (m is an integer that is big enough to represent the length of paper IDs and capital and small characters are not differentiated). When a new node is inserted before the old node, the old node gives its half of its load to the new node. Then, the new node stores papers with IDs in ½Id 1 ; Id k Þ, where Id k denotes the ID of the median paper by which the load of the old node can be divided into two equal parts. Then, the old node stores papers with IDs in ½Id k ; Id s . To support range queries, the ID of each node is named as a paper ID interval to explicitly show the range of its stored papers. Thus, the ID of the old node is ½Id k ; Id s and the ID of the new node is ½Id 1 ; Id k Þ. When the paper ID distribution is skewed, the node ID distribution may also be skewed. However, it will not affect the search efficiency since the routing table construction is independent of the node ID distribution. Nodes use the greedy strategy for routing. When a node searches for a paper with an ID "2002 Chord," the node determines which neighbor's ID is nearest but does not skip over the numeric string "2002." When the routing message is delivered to a node whose ID includes "2002," the node continues to match the string "Chord" the same way. The Greedy routing takes OðlnðnÞÞ average hops according to Theorem 2. Similarly, when a node issues a range query for the papers published In a multidimensional data set, each data object consists of multiple attributes. For example, in a student data set, the attributes of a student is registered as follows:
name ¼ ''Alice} AND age ¼ 20 AND major ¼ ''computer science} AND grade ¼ 2:
A query is issued as follows:
SEARCH name WHERE 18 <¼ age <¼ 20 AND major ¼ ''computer science} AND grade ¼ 2:
To support k-attribute range queries, a simple and effective way is to deal with each attribute set as a onedimensional data set. Data objects are linearized in each attribute space. Thus, each data object has k IDs corresponding to its k attributes. Nodes partition the k linear attribute sets by using the split-in-half method with IDs generated from the k attribute spaces. Thus, each node also has k IDs corresponding to the k attribute spaces. Node IDs are still in the form of intervals to show the ranges of their stored data objects in each attribute space. For example, in a 2D data set, data objects have two attributes: x and y. Suppose node A maintains the data objects with attribute x in the range ða 1 ; a 2 and the data objects with attribute y in the range ðb 1 ; b 2 . Thus, the IDs of node A are ða 1 ; a 2 and ðb 1 ; b 2 . When a new node B is inserted before node A, node A will give half of its load to B. That is, node B takes over ða 1 ; a 3 and ðb 1 ; b 3 , where a 3 and b 3 are the median IDs of ða 1 ; a 2 and ðb 1 ; b 2 , respectively. After load balancing, the IDs of node A become ða 3 ; a 2 and ðb 3 ; b 2 . Each data object is stored at all nodes that contain its attributes, or this is only stored at a single node and other relevant nodes hold pointers to this node. Routing a multidimensional range query is equivalent to routing in k one-dimensional data sets, thus requiring Oðk lnðnÞÞ messages. This method guarantees the range locality of data objects in each dimension while still ensuring the routing efficiency.
In systems where long links are built based on the node ID space, the correct connection of long links depends on the uniform distribution of node IDs, which can hardly be achieved when node IDs are not randomly generated. To support range queries, nodes use keywords in the data object ID space, rather than meaningless hash values, as node IDs, which will be in an arbitrary distribution. Thus, it is difficult and costly for the systems such as Chord [32] , CAN [29] , Pastry [30] , Tapestry [35] , and Symphony [25] to support range queries.
Load Balance
There are roughly two kinds of solutions to balance skewed data: moving the data and moving the nodes. The neighboring balancing method balances the load by moving data among neighbors [13] , [15] , [24] . It is slow but effective. In the worst case, it needs OðnÞ rounds to smooth the load among nodes. The leave-and-rejoin method globally selects and moves a node to share load with those overload nodes. The selected nodes first need to leave the network and then rejoin it by using new IDs. This method is efficient and effective but requires updating IDs of the moved nodes [13] , [20] . Both solutions could make the node ID distribution unbalanced. When the long link construction is based on node IDs, the unbalanced node IDs will incur an unbalanced long link distribution, thus reducing the search efficiency. Thus, systems like Chord [32] , CAN [29] , Pastry [30] , Tapestry [35] , and Symphony [25] cannot directly apply the leave-and-rejoin load balancing method. HRing does not have this trouble since the long link construction is independent of node IDs. Thus, HRing supports the two kinds of load balancing methods.
CONCLUSION
HRing is a structured P2P overlay that builds ID-independent routing tables by exploiting the property of the Harmonic Series. Eliminating the dependency of the long link construction on the node ID space has several advantages. First, node IDs can keep the semantics and range locality of data objects. Node IDs can be in diverse forms like number, date, address, and characters. Second, node IDs can be in any distribution, and the change of the node ID distribution will not influence the long link distribution. Third, HRing supports neighboring load balance and leave-and-rejoin load balance while guaranteeing the correct connection of long links, thus ensuring search efficiency.
In addition, the topology of HRing is flexible and loosely controlled. Each long link is built with optional targets instead of a single determinate one, so HRing is especially convenient for overlay maintenance. HRing achieves OðlnðnÞÞ routing hops, with each node maintaining OðlnðnÞÞ long links. Even when the correctness of long links is partially maintained in dynamic networks, the logarithmic routing hops can still be kept. Thus, it can be deployed in large-scale environments to efficiently support distributed data management.
HRing is employed as the underlying infrastructure of the decentralized Knowledge Grid to support semanticbased resource management. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
